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ABSTRACT 
The structure-rank of a matrix is the largest rank of a submatrix which lies 
within a specified structure. We characterize those structures avoiding the main 
diagonal for which a matrix and its inverse have the same structure-rank, thereby 
generalizing some results of M. Fiedler. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The off-diagonal rank of a square matrix A of order n is defined in [3] to 
be the maximum order of the nonsingular submatrices of A which do not 
intersect the main diagonal. It was proved that if A is nonsingular, then the 
off-diagonal ranks of A and A-’ are equal. Clearly the off-diagonal rank of A 
does not exceed ]h/Z]. In [4] Fiedler generalized the notion of off-diagonal 
rank to that of structure rank. As usual we denote by A[K, L] the submatrix 
of A determined by the rows whose index is in K and the columns whose 
index is in L. The size of A[K, L] is (K( + IL]. Let a structure be a (O,l)- 
matrix S = [sg] of order n. An S-submatrix of A is a submatrix A[K, L] of A 
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such that aik = I for all (i, k) in K x L. The S-rank of A, denoted by r(S;A), 
is the maximum rank of the S-submatrices of A. Let JNI,II denote the m-by-n 
all-l’s matrix. If m = n we abbreviate this to Jn. The J,-rank of A is the 
ordinary rank and the (jn - I,)-rank is the off-diagonal rank. Let T,, denote 
the strictly upper triangular (O,l)-matrix with l’s in all positions above the 
main diagonal. Fiedler [4] proved that A and A-’ have the same T,-rank. 
More generally, he proved that A and A-l have the same off-block-diagonal 
rank and the same strictly upper-block-triangular rank. 
Suppose that the matrix S has only O’s on its main diagonal. It is possible 
to describe Fiedler’s technique as follows: 
(a) Observe that the size of each S-submatrix is at most n. 
(b) For a particular structure S, show that every S-submatrix can be ex- 
tended to an S-submatrix of size n. Hence the S-rank is attained by 
an S-submatrix of size n. 
(c) The S-submatrices of A of size n have the form A[K, K] where K = 
{I, 2,. ..,n}\K. 
(d) If A is a nonsingular matrix of order n then the rank of A[K, K] equals 
the rank of A-‘[K, K] ([2], Corollary 3; and [4], Corollary B). 
We characterize those (O,l)-matrices S of order n for which the above 
technique applies, thereby obtaining more general structures S for which 
the S-ranks of A and A-’ are equal. 
2. STRUCTURE RANK 
Let S be a (O,l)- matrix of order n with only O’s on its main diagonal. Let 
S[K, L] be an all l’s submatrix of S. Then KnL = 0 and we have JK I+(L( 5 n 
with equality if and only if L = K. We say that the matrix S is n-extendable 
provided that every all l’s submatrix S[K, L] can be extended to an all l’s 
submatrix of size n, that is, there exists an all l’s submatrix S[K’, L’] with 
K C K’, L C L’ and [I<‘[ + IL’\ = n. 
Let B = [bg] be a (O,l)- matrix of order n. The digraph D(B) of B has 
vertices 1,2, . . . , n and an arc (aj) from a vertex i to a vertex j if and only if 
b, = 1. Note that if bii = 1 then there is a loop (i, i) at vertex i. A digraph 
is transitive provided that whenever (p, q) and (9, r) are arcs, (p, r) is also 
an arc. 
THEOREM 1. Let S = [sg] be a (0, 1)-matrix of order n with only O’s on 
its main diagonal. Then S is n-extendable if and only if the digraph of J,, - S 
is transitive. 
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Proof. First assume that the digraph Dun - S) is not transitive. Then 
there exist arcs (p, 9) and (9, r) of D(Jn - S) such that (p, r) is not an arc. 
Thus spy = sqr = 0 and spr = 1. Let S[K,L] be any all l’s submatrix of S 
. 
contammg sPr. Then p E K and r E L. Since spy = 0, 9 is not in L; since 
sqr = 0, 9 is not in K. Hence ]K I+ IL\ < n and there is no all l’s submatrix 
of S of size n containing spr. Therefore S is not n-extendable. 
Now assume that the digraph Dun - S) is transitive. Let S[K, L] be an 
all l’s submatrix of S. Then D(Jn -S) has no arcs of the form (p, r) with p in 
K and r in L. Let 9 be a vertex not in K U L. If there is no arc of the form 
(9, r) with r in L, then S[K U {9}, L] . 1s an all l’s matrix. Suppose that there 
is an arc (9,r) for some r in L. Then the transitivity of Du,, - S) implies 
that there is no arc of the form (p, 9) with p in K. Hence S[K, L U {9}] is an 
all l’s matrix. It follows that every all l’s submatrix of size less than n can 
be extended to an all l’s submatrix of size n, and hence S is n-extendable. 
We now use the characterization in Theorem 1 in order to describe 
n-extendable matrices. 
Let S be an n-extendable (0, 1)-matrix of order n with O’s on its main 
diagonal. Any matrix obtained from S by simultaneous row and column 
permutations is also n-extendable. Hence without loss of generality we 
may assume that Jn - S is in Frobenius canonical form [l] 
Ml1 Ml2 ... 1:: 0 6 Mzz 6 Mlt ...  . . Ma tt . : I . 
Here t is a positive integer and M11, M22,. . . , Mtt are the irreducible com- 
ponents of Jn - S. The digraphs D(Mit) are strongly connected and the 
transitivity of D(Jn - S) implies that there exists a positive integer ni such 
that Mii = Jni. Transitivity also implies that if Mv # 0 then My = Jn,,n, 
(1 5 i <j 5 t). Consider the condensation digraph II*&, - S) with vertices 
I, 2,. . . , t and an arc (i, j) if and only if Mu = Jni,“,. Then D*f& - S) is a 
transitive digraph with no directed cycles of length greater than 1. Let S* 
be a (O,l)-matrix of order t such that the digraph ofJt -S* equals D*(J,, -S). 
The matrix S’ has only O’s on its main diagonal, and all l’s below its main 
diagonal. Above the main diagonal there may be both O’s and 1’s. Revers- 
ing these steps always results in an n-extendable matrix. Hence we have 
the following. 
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THEOREM 2. Let t be a positive integer and let S* = [s;] be a matrix 
of order t such that S* has only O’s on its main diagonal and D& - S*) 
is a transitive digraph with no directed cycles of length greater than 1. 
Let 121,722,. . . , nt be positive integers with n = nl + np + . . . + nt, and let 
S*(nl, 722,. . . , nt) be the matrix obtained from S* by replacing s$ with s$,,~, . 
Then S = S*(nl, n2,. . , nt) is an n-extendable matrix, and every n-extendable 
matrix of order n with only O’s on its main diagonal can be obtained in this 
way. 
COROLLARY 3. Let S be a (0, 1)-matrix of order n obtained by applying 
the construction in Theorem 2. If A is a nonsingular matrix of order n then 
the S-rank of A equals the S-rank of A-‘. 
Proof By Theorem 2, S is n-extendable. Applying the technique of 
Fiedler as outlined in the introduction completes the proof. n 
Let S* = Jt - It (thus the digraph of Jt - S* consists only of a single 
loop at each of its vertices) and let S = S*(nl, ne, . . , nt). Then applying 
Corollary 3, we obtain Theorem 2 in Fiedler[4] that the off-block-diagonal 
rank of a matrix and its inverse are equal. Now let S* = Tt (here the 
digraph ofIt -S* is a complete acyclic digraph of order t with a loop added 
at each of its vertices) and let S = S*(nl, 122,. . , , nt). Applying Corollary 3 
again we obtain Theorem 3 of [4] that the strictly upper block-triangular 
rank of a matrix and its inverse are equal. Another example of a matrix 
S for which the S-rank of a matrix and its inverse are equal is the matrix 








The structures S identified in Theorem 2 all have the restriction that 
the main diagonal contains only 0’s. By Corollary 3 all of these structures 
have the property that the S-ranks of a matrix and its inverse are the same. 
But there are structures S with this property which do not have only O’s 
on the main diagonal. For example, if S or ST is a (O,l)-matrix of order n 
with k rows of all l’s and n -k rows of all O’s, then the S-ranks of a matrix 
and its inverse equal k. More generally, if 
1 
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then the S-ranks of a matrix and its inverse equal max{k, Z}. Other struc- 
tures are identified in the following. 
COROLLARY 4. Let 
where S is an n-extendable (0, 1)-matrix of order n with only O’s on its main 
diagonal. Then if A is a nonsingular matrix of order n + k, then the S’-rank 
of A equals the S’-rank of A-‘. 
Proof. Let A be a nonsingular matrix of order n + k. We have k 5 
r(S’; A-l), and without loss of generality we assume that r(S’; A-‘) 5 r(S’; A). 
Let S” be the matrix obtained from S’ by replacing the submatrix ]k in 
the upper left corner by ]k - Ik. Since S” 5 S’ (elementwise) we have 
r(S’; A-‘) > r(S”; A-‘). The matrix S” has only O’s on its main diagonal. 
Since S is n-extendable, it is easy to check that S” is (n + k)-extendable 
and hence r(S”; A-‘) = r(S”; A). Let A[K, L] have rank equal to r(S’; A). If 
A[K, L] is an S”-submatrix, then 
r(S’;A-‘) 2 r(S”; A-‘) = r(S”; A) = r(S’; A) 
and hence r(S’; A-‘) = r(S’; A). Now suppose that A[K, L] is not an S”- 
submatrix. Then K n L # 0 and hence K C {1,2,. . . , k}. It follows that 
r(S’; A) = k and hence r(S’; A) = r(S’; A-‘). n 
There are structures S for which the S-rank of A is not equal to the 
S-rank of A-i but is equal to the S*-rank of A-’ for some other structure 
S*. Such structures can be obtained as follows. Let S be a structure of 
order n for which r(S; A) = r(S; A-‘) f or all nonsingular matrices A of order 
n. Let P and Q be permutation matrices of order n. Then 
r(PSQ; PAQ) = r(S; A) = r(S; A-l). 
Replacing A by PTAQT in the preceding equation, we obtain 
r(PSQ; A) = r(S; QA-‘P) = r(QTSPT; A-l). 
Thus the P SQ-rank of A equals the QTSPT-rank of A-’ for all nonsingular 
matrices A and all permutation matrices P and Q of order n. 
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3. DIFFERENCE RANK 
Let R = [r-q] and S be two structures of order n such that R 5 S (ele- 
mentwise). Let A be a matrix of order 12. An S 8 R-submatrix of A is an 
S-submatrix A[K, L] such that t-g = 1 implies that i E K and j E L. The 
difference rank r(S 8 R;A) [4] is the maximum rank of an S 8 R-submatrix 
of A. In this section we generalize Theorem 7 of [4]. 
THEOREM 5. Let R = Jk @O and S be structures of order n with R 5 S. 
Let K = (1,. . . , k}. Assume that the structure S -R is n-extendable, and that 
A is a nonsingular matrix of order n with A[K, K] also nonsingular. Then 
-- 
k < r(S 8 R; A) 5 k + r(S[K, K]; A-‘[K, K]). (1) 
Proof. Since every S 8 R-submatrix of A contains the nonsingular sub- 
matrix A[K, K], we have k < r(S 8 R; A). By Theorem 1, the digraph D(JVl - 
-- 
(S-R)) is transitive, and hence its induced subdigraph D((In -(S-R))[K, K]) -- -- 
is also transitive. Thus (S - R)[K, K](= S[K, K]) is (n - k)-extendable. We 
conformally partition A and A-’ as 
The Schur complement [5] of A[K, K] in A is 
- - -1 -- 
R[K, Kl = A[K, K] - ASIAIK, K]-‘AIz. 
By Theorem 1 




A[K, K] A12 --I[ lk 0 A21 A[K,K] 0 - - -1 B[K, Kl 
the matrix A and the matrix on the right in the above equation have 
same S 0 R-rank. Hence 
r(S 8 R; A) 
-- ----_1 
5 k + r(S[K, K]; B[K, K] ) 
-- -- 
= k + r(S[K, K]; B[K, K]) 
-- 
= k + r(S[K, K]; A-‘[K, K]). m 
I > 
the 
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If S’ satisfies the assumptions in Corollary 4, then we have equality in 
the lower bound given in (1). Equality in the upper bound holds provided -- 
Jn-(S-R)=X@Y h w ere X has order k. This is because every S[K, K]- -- 
submatrix of A[K, K] can then be extended to an (S 8 R)-submatrix. Theo- 
rem7of[4]resultsbytakingS=S*(k,ne,...,n,)withk+n~+..~+nt=n 
and S’ = Jt - It. 
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